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Introduction
• The Master Queen Grafting Tool is designed to remove a larva from the brood comb cell and
deposit that larva into a queen cell to create a new queen.
• This tool has a small tongue that is extended by pressing the tool’s lever. When released, the
tongue retracts into the tool. This simple mechanism allows you to extract a larva by sliding the
tongue under a larva, and placing it into a prepared queen cell. This is the grafting process. Use
the youngest larvae possible for best results and follow all normal grafting procedures from an
expert information source.
Please read the complete instructions below before using the tool.
Directions for use
• Hold the tool with the flat base between the first and second fingers so that the lever lies just
under the end of the thumb. In this position pressing the lever creates a downward movement of
the tongue. Notice how the tip extrudes.
• To graft, simply run the point of the tool down the comb cell wall to the bottom of the cell
containing the larva.
• Hold the hand steady and press downward with the thumb, depressing the lever and extruding
the tongue underneath the fresh larva.
• Lift the larva out of the comb cell and transfer it carefully to the prepared queen cell. Deposit it on
a layer of royal jelly in the queen cell by lifting the thumb, which retracts the tongue and leaves
the larva in place.
• Be careful not to flip the larva over, as it has a top that must remain facing upwards. Nor should
you submerge the larva in the royal jelly layer.
• Some operators prefer to first extrude the tongue and scoop up the larva. They then deposit the
larva by releasing the lever in order to position the larva correctly. Keep the larva warm because
if chilled, it will rapidly expire.
• The Master Queen Grafting Tool may be completely disassembled by removing the tongue and
taking out the pivot screw. This allows cleaning of the entire tool.
• When replacing the tongue, do not over tighten the holding screw (just snug it enough to hold the
tongue in place).
• Position the tip of the tongue to just protrude from the tool’s tip when the lever is released. This
ensures that the larva will fully slide off the tongue when the lever is released .
• Be sure the tool is clean and dry when storing. The tongue is rust-resistant spring steel, but some
corrosion may result if the tool is left wet or damp.
• This tool is shipped with a spare tongue and extra tongues are available at your bee supply dealer.
The spare tongue part number for the Master Queen Grafting Tool is #131.

Useful Tips
• When replacing the tongue, sometimes it is necessary to gently insert the tongue underneath the
end of the tongue holding screw, making sure the tongue remains under the screw while
tightening. . Remember not to over-tighten.
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